THREEBESTRATED®
MEDIA KIT

**Story**

ThreeBestRated® established back in 2010 is the brainchild of our founder, which was created to connect the best local businesses to the customers free of cost. The firm was born as a result of a sudden noble thought after getting frustrating experience in finding a contractor to fix the garage of our founder.

**Our Mission**

The main mission of our firm is to reduce the burden of struggling local business and confused customers. We aim and provide a believable bridge to connect both of them. This will solve the hassle and satisfy both ends! We use our very own 50-point inspection that is designed to pick the best business in a locale. It is solely on the quality of the business. Every business listed is independently verified by our trained employees to ensure the standard of our listing. There is no pay or sign-ups involved for both businesses and customers.
Our greatest vision is to expand our service throughout the world with the same quality and standard. We strive hard with excitement towards achieving our long term goal with the satisfaction of helping millions of customers and lakhs of businesses spread around important countries of the world. We take pride in helping an individual in their day-to-day concerns!
ThreeBestRated® is active in 8 important countries
Helping 4.5 Million customers every month
In 9 Industries
Rating over 2,66,428 businesses and counting!

What is 50-Point Inspection?

The 50-point inspection is a specially designed inspection method by our own analysts for ThreeBestRated®. It is an extensive analysis of a business or professional on all aspects including history, excellence, speciality, award, legitimacy & ratings to reviews and even more. The whole process is done by our trained business analysts, which confirms the accuracy of every detail provided. Only a business/service crossing 50-point inspection will be posted on ThreeBestRated®. Every detail posted on the site is consciously hand-picked and updated on regular intervals.
Features

1. Is three best rated.com Legit?
2. Inferiority In Children: Role Of Parents
3. Harnham Physiotherapy Clinic in Salisbury celebrates 10 year anniversary with ThreeBestRated®
4. 5 Fool-Proof Reasons For Your Business To Be Listed On Business Listing Websites
5. MG Legal are too proud to announce we are one of Lancaster’s top 3 Property Solicitors
6. What Your Parents Never Told You About Books
7. ThreeBestRated® names the top restaurants in Cedar Rapids
8. Meet the pet parents
9. 5 Convincing Reasons Why Your Business Needs A Professional Website
10. Wake Up The Listener In You To Have Wonders In Your Mindfulness Journey!
Followers

- Facebook: 88,615 Followers
- Twitter: 1424 Followers
- Instagram: 1901 Followers
- YouTube: 1310 Subscribes

Attendance
Monthly Visitors – 4.5 Million
Monthly Page Views – 9 Million

Contact
Mail – press@threebestrated.com
Ph No – +1 (833)-488-6888